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Research evidence synthesis involves the aggregation 
of available information using well-defined and trans-
parent methods to search, summarize, and interpret 
a body of literature, frequently following a systematic 

review approach. A scoping review is a relatively new approach 
to evidence synthesis and differs from systematic reviews in its 
purpose and aims.1 The purpose of a scoping review is to pro-
vide an overview of the available research evidence without 
producing a summary answer to a discrete research question.2 
Scoping reviews can be useful for answering broad questions, 
such as “What information has been presented on this topic 
in the literature?” and for gathering and assessing information 
prior to conducting a systematic review.1

In this issue of the Journal of Hospital Medicine, Fan et al. 
used a scoping review to identify information available in the 
literature on contributors to loss and theft of controlled drugs 
in hospitals and the safeguards that have been suggested 
to address these diversions.3 The authors followed Arksey 
and O’Malley’s framework for scoping reviews and the PRIS-
MA-ScR (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and 
Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews) checklist in re-
porting findings.2,4

PURPOSE OF A SCOPING REVIEW
Scoping reviews describe existing literature and other sources 
of information and commonly include findings from a range 
of different study designs and methods.5 The broad scope of 
the collected information makes using formal meta-analytic 
methods difficult, if not impossible. Results of a scoping re-
view often focus on the range of content identified, and quan-
titative assessment is often limited to a tally of the number of 
sources reporting a particular issue or recommendation. In 
contrast, systematic reviews commonly select the information 
sources by requiring specific study types, such as randomized 
controlled trials, and imposing quality standards, such as ad-
equate allocation concealment, and place their emphasis on 
synthesizing data to address a specific research question. (Ta-
ble) By focusing on specific studies, the synthesis component 
in a systematic review often takes the form of a meta-analysis 
in which the results of multiple scientific studies are combined 
to develop a summary conclusion, such as a common effect 

estimate, along with an evaluation of its heterogeneity across 
studies. 

A scoping review can be a particularly useful approach when 
the information on a topic has not been comprehensively re-
viewed or is complex and diverse.6 Munn et al. proposed sever-
al objectives that can be achieved utilizing the scoping review 
framework, including identifying types of existing evidence in 
a given field, clarifying key concepts or definitions in the liter-
ature, surveying how research is conducted on a certain topic, 
identifying key characteristics related to a certain topic, and 
identifying knowledge gaps.1 When choosing to use a scoping 
review approach, it is important that the objective of the review 
align with the review’s indication or purpose.

METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK  
OF SCOPING REVIEWS
Scoping reviews, like systematic reviews, require comprehen-
sive and structured searches of the literature to maximize the 
capture of relevant information, provide reproducible results, 
and decrease potential bias from flawed implementations. 
The methodological framework for scoping reviews was de-
veloped by Arksey and O’Malley1 and further refined by Levac 
et al.7 and the Joanna Briggs Institute.6,8 Arksey and O’Mal-
ley’s framework for scoping reviews consists of the following 
six steps:
• Step 1: Identify the research question—the research ques-

tion should be clearly defined and usually broad in scope to 
provide extensive coverage.

• Step 2: Identify relevant studies—the search strategy should 
be thorough and broad in scope and typically include elec-
tronic databases, reference lists, hand searches, and gray lit-
erature (ie, substantive or scholarly information that has not 
been formally published and often is not peer-reviewed), 
including conference abstracts, presentations, regulatory 
data, working papers, and patents.

• Step 3: Study selection—the study selection process can in-
clude post hoc, or modified, inclusion and exclusion criteria 
as new ideas emerge during the process of gathering and 
reviewing information. 

• Step 4: Chart the data—the data extraction process in a 
scoping review is called data charting and involves the use 
of a data charting form to extract the relevant information 
from the reviewed literature.

• Step 5: Collate, summarize, and report the results—the de-
scription of the scope of the literature is commonly present-
ed in tables and charts according to key themes. 

• Optional Step 6: Consultation exercise—in this optional 
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step, stakeholders outside the study review team are invited 
to provide their insights to inform and validate findings from 
the scoping review. 

Since the number of studies included in a scoping review 
can be substantial, several study team members may partici-
pate in the review process. When multiple reviewers are em-
ployed, the team ought to conduct a calibration exercise at 
each step of the review process to ensure adequate interrater 
agreement. In addition, the PRISMA-ScR guidelines should be 
followed when reporting findings from scoping reviews to fa-
cilitate complete, transparent, and consistent reporting in the 
literature.4

LIMITATIONS OF THE SCOPING REVIEW  
APPROACH
The scoping review approach has several limitations. Scoping 
reviews do not formally evaluate the quality of evidence and of-
ten gather information from a wide range of study designs and 
methods. By design, the number of studies included in the re-
view process can be sizable. Thus, a large study team is typically 
needed to screen the large number of studies and other sources 
for potential inclusion in the scoping review. Because scoping 
reviews provide a descriptive account of available information, 
this often leads to broad, less defined searches that require mul-
tiple structured strategies focused on alternative sets of themes. 
Hand searching the literature is therefore necessary to ensure 
the validity of this process. Scoping reviews do not provide a 
synthesized result or answer to a specific question, but rather 
provide an overview of the available literature. Even though 
statements regarding the quality of evidence and formal synthe-
sis are avoided, the scoping review approach is not necessarily 
easier or faster than the systematic review approach. Scoping 
reviews require a substantial amount of time to complete due to 
the wide coverage of the search implicit in the approach.

Like other studies, scoping reviews are at risk for bias from 
different sources. Critical appraisal of the risk of bias in scop-
ing reviews is not considered mandatory, but some scoping 
reviews may include a bias assessment. Even if bias is not for-

mally assessed, that does not mean that bias does not exist. 
For example, selection bias may occur if the scoping review 
does not identify all available data on a topic and the resulting 
descriptive account of available information is flawed.

WHY DID THE AUTHORS USE THE SCOPING 
REVIEW METHOD?
Fan et al. used the scoping review approach to examine 
the available information on contributors to and safeguards 
against controlled-drug losses and theft (drug diversion) in the 
hospital setting.3 The authors addressed the following ques-
tions: (1) “What clinical units, health professions, or stages of 
the medication-use process are commonly discussed?” (2) 
“What are the identified contributors to diversion in hospi-
tals?” and (3) “What safeguards to prevent or detect diversion 
in hospitals have been described?” Part of the rationale for us-
ing a scoping review approach was to permit the inclusion of a 
wide range of sources falling outside the typical peer-reviewed 
article. The authors comment that the stigmatized topic of 
drug diversion frequently falls outside the peer-reviewed liter-
ature and emphasize the importance of including such sources 
as conferences, news articles, and legal reports. The search 
strategy included electronic research databases, such as Web 
of Science, as well as an extensive gray literature search. Mul-
tiple reviewers were included in the process and a calibration 
exercise was conducted to ensure consistency in the selection 
of articles and to improve interrater agreement. The scoping 
review identified contributors to controlled-drug diversion and 
suggested safeguards to address them in the hospital setting. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Methodological approaches to evidence synthesis vary, and 
new methods continue to emerge to meet different research 
objectives, including evidence mapping,9 concept analysis,10 
rapid reviews,11 and others.12 Choosing the right approach may 
not be straightforward. Researchers may need to seek guid-
ance from methodologists, including epidemiologists, statis-
ticians, and information specialists, when choosing an appro-

TABLE. Characteristics of Systematic and Scoping Reviews

Systematic Review Scoping Review

Purpose Provide empirical evidence that meets prespecified criteria Provide a narrative or descriptive account of available information

Research question Specific, focused on a single issue Broadly defined

Study protocol A priori A priori and post hoc

Search strategy Explicit and transparent Explicit and transparent

Study selection Restricted to certain study types, meeting quality standards All study types, nonstandard sources of information

Inclusion/exclusion criteria Developed at the protocol stage before the review is conducted Informed by the review process, applied at the study selection stage

Data extraction Well-defined process for extracting information relevant to evidence synthesis Data charting according to key general themes

Bias assessment Mandatory critical appraisal Optional (but desirable)

Results Formal synthesis of findings Overview of the literature and general themes emerging from the review
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priate review approach to ensure that the review methods are 
suitable for the objectives of the review.
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